FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

AHMC COMMENCES OPERATIONS AT DR. NOOR MOHAMMED KHAN GENERAL HOSPITAL IN HAFAR AL-BATIN, KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA

WASHINGTON, D.C. – October 2, 2014— American Hospital Management Company (AHMC) began operations today at Dr. Noor Mohammed Khan General Hospital (DNMKGH), in Hafar Al-Batin, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Executive Vice President for AHMC, Dan Smigelski, and Dr. Mohammed Khan announced the initiation of the long-term agreement today in Hafr al Batin which was signed in April while Mr. Smigelski was in the region.

The 70 bed general hospital opened in April 2001 and related Clinic established 40 years ago are the first private healthcare facilities of the their kind in the region, The inaugural ceremony for the hospital was attended by His Royal Highness Prince Jalawi bin Abdul Aziz Al Saud, deputy Governor of the Eastern Province. The facility plans to grow into its full capacity of 150 beds in the coming years.

Dr. Noor Mohammed Khan General Hospital is AHMC’s third Network Facility in Saudi Arabia. “The AHMC team has known Dr. Khan for over five years and has found him to be of the highest integrity and an astute physician and businessman. We look forward to many years of mutual success and growth” said Dan Smigelski.

The government of Saudi Arabia is currently investing significant resources in to the healthcare sector to increase the country’s hospital beds by 30,000 in the next few years. Through implementation of reforms and incentives many new facilities are being built, as well as the renovation and modernization of existing hospitals. “We are privileged to take part in Saudi Arabia’s growing healthcare sector and bring American management expertise and quality standards which are highly respected and in demand in in the region,” stated CEO Randall Arlett.
NOTES TO EDITORS

American Hospital Management Company (AHMC), is a Washington, D.C., U.S.A. based diversified international healthcare system whose focus is on the administration, management, and development of world class hospitals and healthcare systems. Founded in 1998, AHMC has grown into the leading international hospital management and administration outsourcing company. AHMC provides integrated management services and total solutions tailored to the unique needs of hospitals and healthcare systems around the world. AHMC currently manages medical facilities and projects under development in various regions and countries of the world including: Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Egypt, Libya, Ghana, Nigeria, Republic of Georgia, Russia, Antigua & Barbuda, India, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Panama.
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